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Abstract—Numerous viewers choose to watch political or
presidential debates highlights via TV or internet, rather than
seeing the whole debate nowadays, which requires a lot of time.
However, the task of making a debate summary, which can be
considered neutral and does not give out a negative nor a positive
image of the speaker, has never been an easy one, due to personal
or political beliefs bias of the video maker. This study came up
with a solution that generates highlights of a political event,
based on twitter social network flow. Twitter streaming API is
used to detect an event's tweets stream using specific hashtags,
and detect on a timescale the extreme changes of volume of
tweets, which will determine the highlight moments of our video
summary at first, then a process is set up based on a group of
ontologies that analyze each tweet of these moments to calculate
the percentage of each sentiment’s positivity, then classify those
moments by category (positive, negative or neutral).
Keywords—Debate summary; API; hashtags; twitter; highlights
moment; ontologies; sentiment analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the 2017 Republicans primaries, CNN claimed that more
than 84 million people have watched the republican candidates
debating on its channel, breaking records for most events seen
on CNN. FOX also cited that more than 83 million have seen
the debate between the republican candidates, which made it
the most watched event in the history of television. The
majority of these audiences are social media users, who
respond to every controversial moment [1] on various
platforms in real time, such as Twitter, Facebook, Snap,
Instagram.
The study uses Twitter as the main audience feedback
source [2], [3], because of its worldwide use (Fig. 1), and
people use it more than other social platforms to express their
immediate feelings and opinions.

Several studies gave an interesting insights about the social
network twitter evolution due to his dynamic nature with more
than 400 million tweets posted everyday [4], using the hashtags
(Significant continuation of characters without space beginning
with the sign #, Which refers to a subject and inserted into a
message by its author, in order to facilitate the location) helps
to look for trending topics and look up thousands of tweet
(Table 1).
Twitter users usually respond to political speaker
statements or point of views during a political speech, which
offers a fertile ground for sentiment analysis [5], due to the
outrageous tweets against the opposite political speaker or the
encouraging tweets from their supporters, those tweets usually
come as a reaction to the big (Good or Bad) moments of the
speech, which makes their reactions a good highlights’
indicator for the event
In this article, the volume of these tweets was used in a
preset amount of time as an indicator of an event highlight,
gathering those highlights to wind up with a video summary
generated only using a random sample of tweets which grant
our summary the neutrality and avoid unwanted bias.
In the next chapter the KDD (knowledge discovery in
databases) process will be discussed. This approach utilizes
these tweets to score the sentiment’s positivity percentage in
them, in order to classify these tweets into positive, negative or
neutral and able to determine the nature of the moment.
TABLE I. TABLEAU 1: NUMBER OF Q UARTERLY ACTIVE TWITTER USERS IN
MILLIONS
Topics (Hashtag)

# Tweets

Time span

Black Friday
Trump
Iphone X
FC barcelona

1 085 365
410 854
98 716
302 523

2018.11.01 -- 2018.11.01
2018.11.01 – 2018.11.30
2018.06.30 – 2018.07.31
2018.02.01 – 2018.02.28
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Including, the research [12] which use Twitter’s data to
predict the results of the Pakistan’s elections in 2013, thanks to
a model of classification developed in Machines Learning by
using learning algorithms, in order to classify the tweets into
two categories positive (Pro) or negative (Anti), through the
sentiment analysis of every collected tweet, this classification
is based on the contents of tweets (Hashtags and key word) e.g.
The use of capital letters which means a person is shouting,
words, emoticons etc. and then a comparison is done by
attributing every tweet to the appropriate presidential
candidate.

Fig. 1. Number of Quarterly Active Twitters users in Million.

II. BACKGROUND
The construction of a summary video, which generates the
highlight moments of a political, social or cultural event, is
usually based on the image processing of the event, this
process is basically established on objects detection [6], [7].
This detection of objects in the case of a speech, can be based
on the change of the camera angle from speaker towards
public, whenever the audience applauds or boo to show their
disapproval or start chatting about controversial statements.
However, this approach becomes delicate in cases where
certain events or rallies take place where the spectators are
seated behind the speaker.
Moreover, other studies rely on approaches that are based
on the exploitation of audio by detecting any sudden variation
of sound recording [8]–[10] caused by audience reaction, such
as applauds or shouts out, this variation reflect the highlight
moment during the event (Fig. 2), but unfortunately this
approach can have several inconveniences such as special
effects added during the event, or even the presence of noise
during the whole event.
Due to the inconveniences of objects detection and audio
recording analysis approaches to detect the highlight moments
of a specific event, and the evolution of social media use, this
massive quantity of data generated from these social media
platforms especially twitter can be utilized, to generate a
summary of this event. Similarly, several research works, such
as predicting a movie success based on the reaction tweets
from the trailer watching [11], and the prediction of the
presidential elections established in several countries such as
the USA, France and Pakistan [13],[14],[15].
Those approaches have shown a major success in their
predictions, which proves the credibility of using the social
network twitter as a source of information to figure out the
public tendency.

Furthermore, other studies have also been based on the
sentiment analysis process of the tweets, i.e. due to the feelings
polarization of their spectators during a soccer match [15],
which can be identified thanks to the use of the standardized
hashtag or the one made or official by their team. This
approach creates a framework that handles various reactions
from numerous Twitter users during a soccer match [16], and
showed as expected positive results, the tweets from users are
positive when their team scored a goal and negative if they
concede one.
In addition, some researches were developed on fans
swearing in tweets, while watching a soccer match and how
they used it as a sentiment marker [15]. Their work concentrate
heavily on the context of the tweet rather than the swearing
itself, because not all swearing tweets reflect negative
sentiment. They started by collecting tweets in relation with the
English Premier League matches, then they linked these tweets
to teams based on how many times a fan tweeted using his
team hashtag the most, after that, they filtered these tweets by
use of swearing, taking into consideration complication like
fans using their opponent hashtags to get their attention. They
conclude their work by showing that bad language is not
always negative and some of the strongest sentiments
expressed are self-critical.
Most of the studies described previously, have used in their
approach various methods of data mining, such as KDD
process [17], [18], which is used widely in the research field, or
using process intended for the professional area such as
CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining)
which is considered as an iterative process, and strongly used
to satisfy the industrial needs (Domain of engineering,
medicine, sales and marketing).
In our study, we will be using the KDD process, because it
is complete, precise and answers our needs, which is the search
for the knowledge in big data.
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining is a process that
allows the extraction of the different information out of the
massive data according to a predefined goal, in order to find
oneself with a useful knowledge [19], [20] (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Highlight Moment Detection based on Sound Frequency.

Fig. 3. KDD Processes.
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This process is composed of 5 main steps (Selection,
Pretreatment, Transformation, Data mining and Interpretation)
[21].
 Selection: Consists of collecting and choosing the data
which results in aggregating a variety of sources into a
single target data.
 Pre-processing: Stage that contains the removal of noise
and handles the missing values into clean target data.
 Transformation: In this phase, every data is transformed
through the reduction of the database dimensions, and
the transformation of the attributes, to wind up with a
database that meets the requirements of our project
objectives.
 Data Mining: This stage consists of choosing and
adapting the algorithms of data mining, based on
intelligent methods in order to extract data patterns.
 Interpretation: is the final stage of this process, which
includes the evaluation and the interpretation of the
patterns discovered in order to determine the useful
information.
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is called the polynomial of interpolation of Lagrange in
for the measures .

The theorem above allows to create a polynomial function
passing by all the points obtained, e.g. as represented in Fig. 5.
However, the peaks of this polynomial function which
varies according to the change of the tweets volume in a
predefined period lead to the detection of the highlight
moments. The latest can be determined through the spikes,
which are the local maximums of the polynomial function
i.e. Points that satisfy the optimality conditions:
 Condition 1 (Stationarity)
( )
 Condition 2

III. METHOD
The moment there is a broadcasted political event live on
television, users begin to tweet about it using related Hashtags,
in order to share their opinion and symbolize them in relation
with the theme of this event.
Thanks to Twitter’s streaming API, the contents was
recovered as well as the volume of tweets by their Hashtags in
real time via a request sent to the twitter's servers, which
allows to obtain a stream of data {(xi, yi), i = 1,..., n}; Taking
into example two features of the data it can be represented in
the form of a cloud of points of data in a (x, y) plan (Fig. 4),
where the x-axis represents speech time interval and the y-axis
represents the number of tweets.

( )
First, the method of steepest descent for the stationary
points of f shall be used, after that a simple selection of the
points whose second order derivative are positive will take us
to our objective (Peaks Detection) (Fig. 6).

This research purpose is a summary video generation based
on the highlight moment detection of an event and the analysis
of the sentiment of these moments tweets, i.e. The detection of
tweets volume extreme changes on a timescale at first, and then
analyze the sentiment of each tweet belonging to the highlight
moments in order to measure the percentage of its positivity.
To achieve that, the computing of a function , that would
( )) obtained on a
allow to reflect the partner of points (
graph, remains indispensable even though it was not explicitly
known.

Fig. 4. Tweet Data Volume Represented as a Scatter Graph.

However, the mathematical approach used is the
optimization of Lagrange polynomial obtained from the plot
described previously [22], the existence of this polynomial is
asserted by the following theorem:
There is a unique polynomial
, - , ( , - being
the vector space of polynomials which degree is lower or equal
to n) such as:
( )
and

( )

*

+

is given by Lagrange formula:

Fig. 5. Lagrange Polynomial for the Interpolation.
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those local ontology becomes a class that belongs to the global
ontology. The process of the data creation or modification,
within a local ontology, is based on a specific life cycle, which
starts from draft mode to the published mode (Fig. 8).
In draft mode, system users can create or edit sentences or
words samples, come back to them, save them and continue to
work on them until they’re ready to be submitted. Once the
sample is submitted, it goes into the understood approved
folder, where an ontology’s local manager would review it.
During the review process, the sample can be either
rejected, which would then put it back into the draft, or
approved, in this case the sample is published.

Fig. 6. Peaks Detection.

Once the highlight moments is defined by the generating
the polynomial function and by detecting its peaks, the nature
of these highlight moments was discovered by applying the
sentiment analysis process on each tweets that belong to every
peak, in order to measure the percentage of tweeter users’
sentiment positivity toward the speaker.
The appropriate process of sentiment analysis comes down
to developing a process that allows a classification of published
tweet’s sentiment, where data extracted from Twitter is
analyzed in a granular way, by decomposing sentences into a
group of words linked to a global ontology that includes
various types of terminology. The aim of the sentiment
analysis process is the ability to analyze a sentence and to
measure the percentages of its positivity (Positive, negative and
neutral) (Fig. 7). However the use of the ontologies in the
analysis will have numerous advantages, in particular with
regards to the cultural, linguistic and regional expressions...
[23].
The global ontology used above allows to regroup different
local ontologies, which describe their own local knowledge
space in relation to a precise specification of each word or
sentence category (positive, negative or neutral), in other
words, each local ontology contains words and sentences that
used to categorize the tweet components, at this level, this

At same point some sentences or words samples need to be
updated and transferred into another local ontology, due to
their meanings or their semantic change.
When the sample is selected to be revised, it goes back into
the submitted stage, where the reviewer (manager) can either,
once again, reject it or approve it to be revised. In case it’s
rejected, it goes all the way back to draft mode and starts the
process all over again.
In conclusion, the work ends with measuring the sentiment
percentage of each peak, that reflects the highlight moment, of
tweets volume tweeted by a group of people in a specific
moment. In the first stage, the calculation of each tweet
sentiment percentage, which participated in generating this
highlight, is done by measuring each sentiment category
percentage, by using the process that allows the calculation of
the sentiment classification percentage via the use of
ontologies.
In the Second stage, to make the decision about the
analyzed sentiment category of the highlight moment that was
generated by the peak of tweets volume, the calculated average
sentiment percentage after merging the sentiment classification
of each tweet into three major sentiment categories. After that
the sentiment with the maximum percentage to that highlight
moment was assigned (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7. Process of Classification Percentage Sentiment.
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Fig. 8. Process of Classification Percentage Sentiment.

Fig. 9. Highlight Moment Positivity Decision by the Calculating and Merging Process.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
To realize our objectives, which are to generate a highlight
moments summary video of a live broadcasted event, and to
calculate the sentiment percentage by category of each one of
the highlight moments, we used the Twitter Streaming API that
allows us to query Tweeter databases and get only the tweets
data in regard of a specific Hashtag in real time and which
were generated in an exhaustive way, those hashtags have in
general a relation with our speaker official account, such as
#Donaldtrump, #Gop, #Maga, #Trump, #TinyTrump
Furthermore, thanks to LaGrange mathematical approach
which has been presented in the previous chapter, we project
the collected data from the twitter streaming API as a
polynomial function in terms of time speech (Fig. 10), in order
to detect its local maximums (spike). The obtained peaks can

be considered as the highlight moments detection key of our
video summary.
Certainly, one of the work main objectives is the capacity
to analyze the sentiment of every highlight moment’s tweets
and this by measuring the positivity rate for each one of them
by category (Positive, Negative and neutral). After using the
KDD process that provided us with useful information of the
big data recovered previously [24].
The measure of this sentiment positivity can arise many
challenges, due to many obstacles e.g. linguistic, cultural,
regional expressions, etc.
To cope with these challenges, we came up with a reliable
approach that uses ontologies, which turns out to be reliable
and robust at resolving the semantic problems of the sentence
or the group of word that composed the tweets.
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Fig. 10. Highlights Detection in Political Speech by Detection the Locals Maximums of the Obtain Polynomial Function that Reflect the Volume of Tweets
During a Political Event.

To improve the interpretation of the sentiment analysis
regarding the tweets data extracted at the semantic level, we
created a global ontology that can be defined as a warehouse of
generic knowledge; this global ontology is based on three types
of local ontologies. These local ontologies are kept up to date
regularly by adding, modifying or removing regularly the
expressions or set of words, according to its category (Positive,
Negative or Neutral sentiment).
The measurement of the sentiment positivity percentage of
a tweet is based on the existence of the expression patterns that
constitute the processed tweet, as well as their rate of
occurrence within every local ontology (Fig. 11). Likewise, for
a global sentiment classification of a single specific highlight
moment. A simplified process was established, and this by
merging all together each sentiment category percentage of
each tweet that generates the highlight moment detected and by
assigning the sentiment with the maximum percentage to the
highlight moment global sentiment category (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Sentiments Classification Percent of the Fifth Highlight Moment.

V. CONCLUSION
In this article, a study was established on the generation of
a video summary of an event, based on highlight moment
detection using tweets volume changes, furthermore, a set-up
of a process that allows measuring the sentiment positivity
percentage of the tweets of these highlight moments, then
classifying those tweets by category (Positive, Negative and
Neutral) to wind up by classifying each highlight moment by
category (Positive, Negative and Neutral) after merging the
percentage of each tweet that composed that moment. From the
results obtained, it was concluded that our proposed approach
can play an important role on the detection of the citizen’s
sentiment in response to the speaker, which can open up a new
perspective that will facilitate the voters to better choose their
presidential candidate during an event of a future election and
not rely on media.
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Fig. 11. Percentage Measure of Tweeter users’ Sentiment Positivity.
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